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CHRIST’S COMING - OUR HOPE
It seems as if the world is filled with hunger, injustice, and war.  People have lost confidence

in the leaders of the nations and it is time for someone to step up and provide strong leadership to
those who are floundering.  That statement is true today.  It could also have been written a hundred
years ago or a thousand years ago.  For hundreds of years, Christians have looked for the return of
Jesus as He promised before the crucifixion.  At various times the expectation has been high and then
when the events that had raised expectation passed on, anticipation dropped off.  Typically, those in
the world system have not looked for such an event.

A rise in Eastern mysticism has begun and many in the Western world are embracing it.
People are starting to attempt to reconcile the differences in the major religions and blend them to
bring about unity of spirit.  A spirit of universality is developing that will seek to show us that we do
not really have any differences in world view or cosmic order that cannot be overcome.   Songs have
been written about it.  You’ve heard about the dawning of the Age of Aquarius.  Many will think this
is exactly what the world needs.  However, it has ominous implications.

At the end of World War II, the United Nations was chartered.  This was an effort to bring
nations together in a coalition that could deal with disagreements between nations and thus avoid
such major conflagrations as WWI and WWII.  Many think this is exactly what the world needs.  It
too has ominous implications.  

The Apostle John’s vision recorded in the Revelation reveals a seven-headed, ten-horned
dragon-like beast that will exert great influence on the world in the last days.  The terrible monster
represents a combination of a group of seven similar things and ten other similar things.  Biblical
evidence points to this being a coalition of the seven major religions of the world (heads) along with
the ten major political divisions (governments) of the world (horns).  This coalition will deceive many;
however,  the saints will not be fooled and will attempt to expose the beast for what it is, a tool of
the devil that the devil controls.  Christians will be persecuted and many will die for their faith.  Their
only hope will be the return of Jesus.  We need to know what is coming and what our choices will
be.

1 THESSALONIANS 4:13-18  Questions regarding the return of Jesus were a major
concern among the church members at Thessalonica.  Some were so convinced that the event was
about to happen any moment that they quit their jobs and were expectantly waiting for Christ to
return.  Paul had encouraged them to be about their business and to work with their hands.
Apparently, they thought that all Christians of their day would escape death and would be caught up
from their present persecution by the eminent return of the Lord.  Many were concerned that those
who died before the return of Christ would miss participating in this event.  Paul wrote to assure them
that would not happen.

The event Paul described will not be something done in secret.  A loud command will be
sounded with the voice of the Archangel. [The term archangel is used in only one other passage (Jude
1:9) where it refers to an angel named Michael.  In Daniel’s writings we find that Michael is the chief
protector of Israel.  In the Revelation, we find that Michael is the leader of the angels. Some think
that Michael is “the angel of the Lord” that visited Abraham.  Some also contend that Michael is the
name by which the angels know the third person of the Godhead, the One we know as Jesus.]  We
are not told what will be said, however, when Jesus called Lazarus out of the grave (John 11) He
spoke the words “Lazarus, come forth” so that all present could hear.  The loud command may be



the call for the “dead in Christ” to rise.  Jesus will have with Him those “who have fallen asleep in
Him.”  Apparently, the spirits of those Christians who are deceased will be with the Lord and they
will be reunited with their “resurrected bodies” that will be called forth from the graves.  The physical
body of the person will have deteriorated; therefore, the “body” that will be raised will be of a
different nature.  As Paul described it in 1 Corinthians 15:42-44, “The body that is sown is perishable,
it is raised imperishable . . . it is sown a natural body, it is raised a spiritual body.”  Whether any
relationship exists between the atoms of the natural body and the makeup of the spiritual body is truly
a mystery.  (See also, John 5:28-29.)

The other sound associated with this event is “the trumpet call of God.”  Trumpets were used
to sound warnings or to call the people of God together for a meeting.  

Immediately after that resurrection, those Christians who are still alive will be transformed and
“caught up” (raptured) to be with Jesus in the “air.”  The use of the word “air” may be a reference
to the spiritual realm rather than a physical location above the surface of the earth.  (See Ephesians
2:2 where air is used in reference to a spiritual realm.)

The prospect of the return of Jesus is an event to which many Christian looks with eager
anticipation.  Those who are not in Christ will view this event with great dread and fear.  The sureties
of His return and ultimate victory over the forces of evil are sources of encouragements to those who
have rejected the world system in favor of the Kingdom of God.



1 THESSALONIANS 5:1-6   “Day of the Lord” references are scattered throughout the
Bible from Isaiah to 2 Peter.  Amos warns us with these words, “Woe to you who long for the day
of the Lord!”  This will be a time of bitterness and judgement, a time of destruction and desolation.
It is not clear whether the 24 occurrences of the phrase “day of the Lord” relate to a period of time
(as the 1260 days of tribulation) or to a single day.  It could mean one thing in one verse and
something else in another verse.  We can discover from John writing in the Revelation that beginning
with the opening of the Fourth Seal great calamity will begin such as the earth has never before
experienced.  This likely marks the beginning of the 1335-day, 1290-day, and 1260-day period lead
up to the Millennial reign of Christ.  It could be prior to these events that people will say “peace and
safety.”  The world will not be ready for the devastation of the physical world.  Such a time of
calamity will give rise to a strong leader who will unite the world and eventually set up a one-world
government to which everyone will be forced to submit.  Christians will recognition this leader as the
“lamb-like beast” of the Revelation and will be persecuted and killed for their opposition.  When
Christian opposition has apparently been quelled, then others will rejoice and send each other presents
in celebration (Rev. 11:10).  This could be the time when people will say “peace and safety.”  It is
right after this time that the Lord will return with a Heavenly host.

Whether the time to which Paul refers is prior to the start of the sounding of the trumpets
(associated with opening the Fourth Seal) or to the very day that Jesus returns, it should not surprise
us.  We need to be aware of what is happening and we must be disciplined in our lives so that we are
prepared by the foreknowledge of what is coming upon the earth.


